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NEW CASTLE, Ind. — Evolve Range Solutions® is a family-owned company founded to provide expertise in retail 
and range operations to current and prospective firearms store owners. As current gun retail and range owners of 
multiple NSSF 5-Star facilities, Evolve Range Solutions® experts can provide a target system to meet the needs of 
your range and market.  

Evolve Range Solutions® has introduced two new and updated products; the EV-R Target System® and EV-1® 
Advance Target. The EV-R® is a new and revolutionary target system that combines the latest video, digital, and 
gaming technology to provide an experience that will attract a new generation to shooting sports. This proprietary 
system has no rival in the industry and Evolve Range Solutions® now makes it available to you. Imagine shooting 
real ammo, without any attachments or lasers, at targets that react and score when shot. Shooters can see their targets 
and leaderboard scoring on their smartphone, too. User interface has been simplified for 2023 for faster sign-in. Our 
proprietary hit-detection is so precise it even works with airsoft. 

The EV-1 Advance Target® utilizes pre-printed targets that are on a roll held by our patented stand and advance 
unit. This affordable system allows the shooter or range officer to advance to a fresh target by operating a switch. No 
need to call a cease-fire to change targets on pistol or rifle ranges. 

 
Mission Statement 
The mission of Evolve Range Solutions® is to provide seamless, forward-thinking solutions to shooting range design, 
build, and operation. In addition to our EV products, we offer a level of expertise that not only provides the guidance 
to operate a shooting range facility, but also the expertise to help design and build your facility from the beginning 
stages to completion. 

Retrofit your current facility, or let us help you design and build the Evolve® concept that will require less space, 
cost, equipment, and future overhead. Our EV-R® Target System and EV-1® Advance Target allow us to bring the 
most technology to your facility, but also reduce your range footprint by approximately 50%. 

Evolve Range Solutions® is the answer and solution to future range builds. The idea was fashioned by range 
owners based on what is needed to capture the younger generation of target shooters. Utilizing live fire shooting with 
advancing technology allows customers to experience traditional target shooting; plus gaming, training, and 
conveniences that the younger generation expects. 

Evolve Range Solutions® — Designed for range owners by range owners. See us at SHOT Show Booth #72912. 
Also, for more information please visit our website at www.evolverangesolutions.com or call 765-248-4433. 

 
 
 


